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MORITA EQUIVALENCES INDUCED BY BIMODULES
OVER HOPF-GALOIS EXTENSIONS
STEFAAN CAENEPEEL, SEPTIMIU CRIVEI, ANDREI MARCUS,
AND MITSUHIRO TAKEUCHI
Abstract. Let H be a Hopf algebra, and A,B be H-Galois extensions.
We investigate the category AM
H
B of relative Hopf bimodules, and the
Morita equivalences between A and B induced by them.
Introduction
This paper is a contribution to the representation theory of Hopf-Galois
extensions, as originated by Schneider in [18]. More specifically, we con-
sider the following questions. Let H be a Hopf algebra, and A, B right
H-comodule algebras. Moreover, assume that A and B are right faithfully
flat H-Galois extensions.
(1) If A and B are Morita equivalent, does it follow that AcoH and BcoH
are also Morita equivalent?
(2) Conversely, if AcoH and BcoH are Morita equivalent, when does it
follow that A and B are Morita equivalent?
These questions have been considered in [13] in the context of strongly group
graded algebras, the motivation coming from problems raised in the modu-
lar representation theory of finite groups. The results of the present paper
generalize the results of [13, Sections 2 and 3].
Given a right H-comodule algebra A, and a left H-comodule algebra B,
we consider (A ⊗ B,H)-Hopf modules. These are at the same time left
A ⊗ B-modules and right H-comodules, with a suitable compatibility con-
dition. There are various ways to look at these Hopf modules: they are
Doi-Hopf modules (see [10]) over a certain Doi-Hopf datum (with two pos-
sible descriptions of the underlying module coalgebra), and they can also
be viewed as comodules over a coring (see Section 3). The main result of
Section 2, and also the main tool used during the rest of the paper, is a
structure Theorem for (A⊗B,H)-Hopf modules, stating that the category
of (A ⊗ B,H)-Hopf modules is equivalent to the category of left modules
over the cotensor product AHB, under the condition that A is a faithfully
flat H-Galois extension.
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The results from Section 2 can be applied to relative Hopf bimodules: let A
and B be right H-comodule algebras, and consider (A,B)-bimodules with a
right H-coaction, satisfying a certain compatibility condition. The category
of relative Hopf bimodules is then isomorphic to the category of (A⊗Bop,H)-
Hopf modules. In Section 4, we state the Structure Theorem for relative
Hopf bimodules, and we investigate the compatibility of the category equiv-
alence with the Hom and tensor functors.
In Section 5, we apply our results to discuss the two problems stated above.
We introduce the notion of H-Morita contexts, and we show that if two right
faithfully flat H-Galois extensions are connected by a (strict) H-Morita con-
text, then the algebras of coinvariants are also connected by a (strict) Morita
context. Our main result is the following converse result: if the algebras of
coinvariants are Morita equivalent, in such a way that the bimodule struc-
ture on one of the connecting modules can be extended to a left-action by
the cotensor product AHB
op, then A and B are H-Morita equivalent.
In Section 6, we show that the Morita equivalence coming from a strict
H-Morita context between two faithfully flat H-Galois extensions respects
the Miyashita-Ulbrich action. In Section 7, we investigate the behavior of
H-Morita equivalences with respect to Hopf subalgebras.
The category of relative Hopf modules and A-linear (not necessarily H-
colinear) modules is an H-colinear category. If two right H-comodule alge-
bras are H-Morita equivalent, then the induced equivalence between their
categories of relative Hopf modules is H-colinear. In Section 8, we study
the converse property: when does every H-colinear equivalence between two
categories of relative Hopf modules come from a strict H-Morita context.
This leads to a generalization of the Eilenberg-Watts Theorem (Proposi-
tion 8.3). The main result is Corollary 8.5, stating that every H-colinear
equivalence comes from a strict H-Morita context if the Hopf algebra H is
projective, and the H-comodule algebras A and B are H-Galois extensions
of their subalgebras of coinvariants.
For basic results on Hopf algebras, we refer the reader to [9] or [15]. For a
concise treatment of corings and their applications, we refer to [5].
1. Preliminary results
Throughout this paper H is a Hopf algebra over a commutative ring k, with
bijective antipode S. We use the Sweedler notation for the comultiplication
on H: ∆(h) = h(1) ⊗ h(2). M
H (respectively HM) is the category of right
(respectively left) H-comodules. For a right H-coaction ρ (respectively a
left H-coaction λ) on a k-module M , we denote
ρ(m) = m[0] ⊗m[1] and λ(m) = m[−1] ⊗m[0].
The submodule of coinvariants M coH of a right (respectively left) H-como-
duleM consists of the elementsm ∈M satisfying ρ(m) = m⊗1 (respectively
λ(m) = 1⊗m).
Let A be a right H-comodule algebra. AM
H and MHA are the categories of
left and right relative Hopf modules. We have two pairs of adjoint functors
(F1 = A ⊗AcoH −, G1 = (−)
coH) and (F2 = − ⊗AcoH A, G2 = (−)
coH)
between the categories AcoHM and AM
H , and between MAcoH and M
H
A .
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The unit and counit of the adjunction (F1, G1) are given by the formulas
η1,N : N → (A⊗AcoH N)
coH , η1,N (n) = 1⊗ n;
ε1,M : A⊗AcoH M
coH →M, ε1,M (a⊗m) = am.
The formulas for the unit and counit of (F2, G2) are similar. Consider the
canonical maps
can : A⊗AcoH A→ A⊗H, can(a⊗ b) = ab[0] ⊗ b[1];
can′ : A⊗AcoH A→ A⊗H, can(a⊗ b) = a[0]b⊗ a[1].
It is well-known (see for example [12]) that can is an isomorphism if and
only if can′ is an isomorphism.
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a right H-comodule algebra. Consider the following
statements:
(1) (F2, G2) is a pair of inverse equivalences;
(2) (F2, G2) is a pair of inverse equivalences and A ∈ AcoHM is flat;
(3) can is an isomorphism and A ∈ AcoHM is faithfully flat;
(4) (F1, G1) is a pair of inverse equivalences;
(5) (F1, G1) is a pair of inverse equivalences and A ∈ MAcoH is flat;
(6) can′ is an isomorphism and A ∈ MAcoH is faithfully flat.
We have the following implications:
(3)⇐⇒ (2) =⇒ (1) ; (6)⇐⇒ (5) =⇒ (4).
If H is flat as a k-module, then (1)⇐⇒ (2) and (4)⇐⇒ (5).
If k is field then the six conditions are equivalent.
If the first three conditions of Theorem 1.1 hold, then we call A a left
faithfully flat H-Galois extension; if the three other conditions hold, then
we call A a right faithfully flat H-Galois extension.
Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is well-known. It is essentially [?,
Theorem 3.7], which is an improvement of [11, Theorem 2.11]. For the
equivalence of (5) and (6), we observe that A is a left Hcop-comodule, so, by
the left handed version of the equivalence (3) ⇐⇒ (2), (6) is equivalent to
flatness of A ∈ MAcoH and equivalence between the categories AcoHM and
Hcop
A M
∼= AM
H .
The implications (2) =⇒ (1) and (5) =⇒ (4) are trivial.
If H is flat as a k-module, thenMHA is an abelian category and the forgetful
functor MHA → MA is exact. If F2 is an equivalence, then the functor
−⊗AcoH : MAcoH →MA is exact since it is the composition of the forgetful
functor and the equivalence F2. This shows that A is flat as a left A
coH -
module, and the implication (1) =⇒ (2) follows. (4) =⇒ (5) can be proved
in a similar way.
If k is a field, then the equivalence of the six statements in the Theorem
follows from [17, Theorem I]. 
Let M be a right H-comodule, and N a left H-comodule. The cotensor
product MHN is the k-module
MHN = {
∑
i
mi ⊗ ni ∈M ⊗N |
∑
i
ρ(mi)⊗ ni =
∑
i
mi ⊗ λ(ni)}.
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If H is cocommutative, then MHN is also a right (or left) H-comodule.
Proposition 1.2. Let R be a k-algebra, and assume that P ∈ MR is flat.
Take M ∈ RM
H and N ∈ HM, and assume that we have a right H-coaction
on M that is left R-linear. Then the map
P ⊗R (MHN)→ (P ⊗RM)HN, p⊗ (
∑
i
mi ⊗ ni) 7→
∑
i
(p⊗mi)⊗ ni
is bijective.
2. A structure theorem for (A⊗B,H)-Hopf modules
Under our assumption on H, H ⊗Hcop is also a Hopf algebra, and H is a
left H ⊗Hcop-module coalgebra; the left H ⊗Hcop-action is given by
(k ⊗ l) · h = khS(l),
for all h, k, l ∈ H.
We present an alternative description of H as a left H ⊗Hcop-module coal-
gebra. H ⊗Hcop ∈ H⊗HcopMH , with right H-action induced by the comul-
tiplication on H, and k ∈ HM via ε, so we have the left H ⊗H
cop-module
(H ⊗Hcop)⊗H k. (H ⊗H
cop)⊗H k is a coalgebra with comultiplication and
counit given by
∆((h⊗ h′)⊗H 1) = (h(1) ⊗ h
′
(2))⊗H 1⊗ (h(2) ⊗ h
′
(1))⊗H 1;
ε((h ⊗ h′)⊗H 1) = ε(hh
′).
It is easy to show that (H ⊗Hcop)⊗H k is an H ⊗H
cop-module coalgebra.
Proposition 2.1. (H ⊗ Hcop) ⊗H k and H are isomorphic as H ⊗ H
cop-
module coalgebras.
Proof. Define
f : (H ⊗Hcop)⊗H k → H, f((h⊗ h
′)⊗H 1) = hS(h
′);
g : H → (H ⊗Hcop)⊗H k, g(h) = (h⊗ 1)⊗H 1.
f is well-defined since for all h, h′, l ∈ H
f((h⊗ h′)l ⊗H 1) = hl(1)S(h
′l(2)) = hS(h
′)ε(l) = f((h⊗ h′)⊗H ε(l)).
f is H ⊗Hcop-linear since for all h, h′, k, k′ ∈ H
f((kh⊗k′h′)⊗H1) = khS(k
′h′) = (k⊗k′)·(hS(k′)) = (k⊗k′)f((h⊗h′)⊗H1).
f is a coalgebra map since for all h, h′ ∈ H
((f ⊗ f) ◦∆)((h⊗ h′)⊗H 1) = h(1)S(h
′
(2))⊗ h(2)S(h
′
(1)) = ∆(hS(h
′)),
and
(ε ◦ f)((h⊗ h′)⊗H 1) = ε(hS(h
′)) = ε(hh′).
It is obvious that f ◦ g = H. Finally for all h, k ∈ H
(g ◦ f)((h⊗ k)⊗H 1) = g(hS(k))
= (hS(k) ⊗ 1)⊗H 1 = (hS(k(1))⊗ 1)⊗H ε(k(2))
= (hS(k(1))k(2) ⊗ k(3))⊗H 1 = (h⊗ k)⊗H 1.

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Let A be a right H-comodule algebra, and B a left H-comodule algebra.
Then A⊗B is a right H ⊗Hcop-comodule algebra, with coaction
ρ(a⊗ b) = a[0] ⊗ b[0] ⊗ a[1] ⊗ b[−1].
Then (H ⊗ Hcop, A ⊗ B,H) is a left-right Doi-Hopf datum (see [7] or [10]
for details), and we can consider the category A⊗BM(H ⊗H
cop)H of Doi-
Hopf modules. The objects of this category are k-modules M with a left
A⊗B-action and a right H-coaction such that
ρ((a⊗ b)m) = (a[0] ⊗ b[0])m[0] ⊗ a[1]m[1]S(b[−1]),
for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B and m ∈ M . The objects of A⊗BM(H ⊗ H
cop)H are
called (A ⊗ B,H)-Hopf modules. It is well-known and easily verified that
A⊗B ∈ A⊗BM(H ⊗H
cop)H , with coaction defined by
ρ(a⊗ b) = a[0] ⊗ b[0] ⊗ a[1]S(b[−1]).
Lemma 2.2. With notation as above, we have that (A⊗B)coH = AHB.
Proof. Take x =
∑
i ai ⊗ bi ∈ (A⊗B)
coH . Then
∑
i
ai ⊗ bi ⊗ 1 =
∑
i
ai[0] ⊗ bi[0] ⊗ ai[1]S(bi[−1]).
Apply λ to the second tensor factor. Then switch the second and fourth
tensor factor, and multiply the third and fourth tensor factor. It follows
that
∑
i
ai⊗bi[0]⊗bi[−1] =
∑
i
ai[0]⊗bi[0]⊗ai[1]S(bi[−2])bi[−1] =
∑
i
ai[0]⊗bi⊗ai[1],
and then x ∈ AHB. The converse inclusion is proved in a similar way. 
Recall (see for example [10]) that we have a pair of adjoint functors (F,G):
F : AHBM→ A⊗BM(H ⊗H
cop)H , F (N) = (A⊗B)⊗AHB N ;
G : A⊗BM(H ⊗H
cop)H → AHBM, G(M) =M
coH .
The unit and counit of the adjunction are the following:
ηN : N →
(
(A⊗B)⊗AHB N
)coH
, ηN (n) = 1A ⊗ 1B ⊗ n;
εM : (A⊗B)⊗AHB M
coH →M, εM (a⊗ b⊗m) = (a⊗ b)m.
Proposition 2.3. Assume that H is flat as a k-algebra. Let A be a right
H-comodule algebra, and B a left H-comodule algebra. We have a right
H-colinear map
f : A⊗AcoH (AHB) = F1(AHB)→ A⊗B, f(a⊗(
∑
i
ai⊗bi)) =
∑
i
aai⊗bi.
If A is a right faithfully flat H-Galois extension, then f is an isomorphism.
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Proof. f is right H-colinear since
ρ
(
f(a⊗ (
∑
i
ai ⊗ bi))
)
=
∑
i
a[0]ai[0] ⊗ bi[0] ⊗ a[1]ai[1]S(bi[−1])
=
∑
i
a[0]ai ⊗ bi[0] ⊗ a[1]bi[−2]S(bi[−1])
=
∑
i
a[0]ai ⊗ bi ⊗ a[1]
= (f ⊗H)(ρ(a ⊗ (
∑
i
ai ⊗ bi))).
On A⊗AcoH A and A⊗H, we consider the following right H-coactions:
ρ(a⊗ b) = a⊗ b[0] ⊗ b[1] ; ρ(a⊗ h) = a⊗ h(1) ⊗ h(2).
Then can : A⊗AcoH A→ A⊗H is right H-colinear, so we can consider the
map canHB : (A⊗AcoH A)HB → (A⊗H)HB. If A is a right faithfully
flat H-Galois extension, then canHB is bijective, and applying Proposi-
tion 1.2, we see that f is the composition of the following isomorphisms:
A⊗AcoH (AHB)
∼= (A⊗AcoH A)HB
∼= (A⊗H)HB ∼= A⊗ (HHB) ∼= A⊗B.

The following structure theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a right H-comodule algebra, and B a left H-
comodule algebra. If A is a right faithfully flat H-Galois extension, then
(F,G) is a pair of inverse equivalences between the categories AHBM and
A⊗BM(H ⊗H
cop)H .
Proof. Take N ∈ AHBM. We have a well-defined algebra map A
coH →
AHB, sending a to a⊗ 1B , and N is a left A
coH -module, by restriction of
scalars. Consider the isomorphism
αN = f ⊗AHB N : F1(N) = A⊗AcoH N
∼= A⊗AcoH (AHB)⊗AHB N
→ F (N) = (A⊗B)⊗AHB N.
It is easy to see that αN (a⊗n) = (a⊗1)⊗AHBn, and αN is right H-colinear
since
(αN ⊗H)((a[0] ⊗ n)⊗ a[1]) = ((a[0] ⊗ 1)⊗AHB n)⊗ a[1] = ρ((a⊗ 1)⊗ n).
It follows that αN restricts to an isomorphism
αcoHN : (A⊗AcoH N)
coH → ((A⊗B)⊗AHB N)
coH .
It is then easily seen that
ηN = α
coH
N ◦ η1,N .
η1,N is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.1, and it follows that ηN is an isomor-
phism.
Take M ∈ A⊗BM(H ⊗H
cop)H . Then M is a left A-module, by restriction
of scalars, and a relative Hopf module since
ρ(am) = ρ((a⊗ 1)m) = (a[0] ⊗ 1)m[0] ⊗ a[1]m[1]S(1) = a[0]m[0] ⊗ a[1]m[1].
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It is then easy to see that
εM ◦ αMcoH = ε1,M .
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that ε1,M is an isomorphism, and this implies
that εM is an isomorphism. 
3. Connection to comodules over corings
Let A be a ring. Recall that an A-coring C is a comonoid in the monoidal
category AMA. For a detailed discussion of the theory of corings and co-
modules, we refer to [5]. One of the results is that we can associate a coring
to a Doi-Hopf datum, and that the category of Doi-Hopf modules is isomor-
phic to the category of comodules over this coring.
Let us describe the A ⊗ B-coring C associated to the left-right Doi-Hopf
datum (H⊗Hcop, A⊗B,H) that we have discussed in the previous section.
We have that C = H ⊗A⊗B, with left and right A⊗B-action given by
(a′ ⊗ b′)(h⊗ a⊗ b)(a′′ ⊗ b′′) = a′[1]hS(b
′
[−1])⊗ a
′
[0]aa
′′ ⊗ b′[0]bb
′′.
The comultiplication and counit are given by the formulas
∆(h⊗ a⊗ b) = (h(2) ⊗ 1A ⊗ 1B)⊗A⊗B (h(1) ⊗ a⊗ b);
ε(h⊗ a⊗ b) = ε(h)a ⊗ b.
The category CM of left C-comodules is isomorphic to A⊗BM(H ⊗H
cop)H .
A Galois theory for corings can be developed (see [4, 6]). Let x be a grouplike
element of a coring C, and let
AcoC = {a ∈ A | ax = xa}.
Then we have an adjoint pair of functors between AcoCM and
CM. If this
adjoint pair is a pair of inverse equivalences, then the map
can : A⊗AcoC A→ C, can(a⊗ b) = axb
is an isomorphism of corings (see [6, Proposition 3.1]). If, in addition, A
is flat as a right AcoC-module, then it also follows that A is faithfully flat
as a right AcoC-module (see [6, Proposition 3.8, 2) ⇒ 1)]). We will apply
this to the coring C = H ⊗ A ⊗ B. 1H ⊗ 1A ⊗ 1B is a grouplike element of
H ⊗ A ⊗ B, and the associated pair of adjoint functors is precisely (F,G).
It can be easily verified that the corresponding canonical map is precisely
the map
can : (A⊗B)⊗AHB (A⊗B)→ H ⊗A⊗B,
can((a⊗ b)⊗ (a′ ⊗ b′)) = a[1]S(b[−1])⊗ a[0]a
′ ⊗ b[0]b
′(1)
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a right H-comodule algebra, and B a left H-
comodule algebra. Assume that A is a right faithfully flat H-Galois exten-
sion. Then can is an isomorphism. Furthermore, A⊗B is faithfully flat as
a right AHB-module.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.4 that (F,G) is a pair of inverse equiva-
lences, hence can is an isomorphism.
We will now show that A⊗B is flat as a right AHB-module. Assume that
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N → N ′ is a monomorphism of left AHB-modules. Using Proposition 2.3
and the fact that A is flat as a right AcoH -module, we find that
(A⊗B)AHBN
∼= A⊗AcoH N → A⊗AcoH N
′ ∼= (A⊗B)AHBN
′
is injective. As explained above, it then follows from [6, Proposition 3.8]
and Lemma 2.2 that A⊗B is faithfully flat as a right AHB-module. 
4. Application to Hopf bimodules
Now let A and B be right H-comodule algebras. A two-sided relative Hopf
module is a k-module with a left A-action, a right B-action, and a right
H-coaction, such that
ρ(amb) = a[0]m[0]b[0] ⊗ a[1]m[1]b[1],
for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B and m ∈ M . AM
H
B is the category of two-sided rel-
ative Hopf modules with k-module maps that are A-linear, B-linear and
H-colinear.
Bop is a left H-comodule algebra, with left coaction λ given by λ(b) =
S−1(b[1]) ⊗ b[0]. We can then apply the above results to A and B
op. In
particular, A⊗Bop is a right H ⊗Hcop-comodule algebra.
Lemma 4.1. Let A and B be right H-comodule algebras. Then the Doi-
Hopf modules category A⊗BopM(H ⊗H
cop)H is isomorphic to the category
of two-sided relative Hopf modules AM
H
B .
Proof. It is well-known that A⊗BopM is isomorphic to the category of bi-
modules AMB . The isomorphism respects the compatibility of the action
and coaction. 
A ⊗ Bop is a two-sided Hopf module, with coaction ρ(a ⊗ b) = a[0] ⊗ b[0] ⊗
a[1]b[1]. Furthermore (A⊗ B
op)coH = AHB
op. Applying Theorem 2.4, we
obtain the following Structure Theorem for two-sided Hopf modules.
Theorem 4.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra over the commutative ring k, with
bijective antipode, and consider two right H-comodule algebras A and B.
We have a pair of adjoint functors (F = A⊗Bop⊗AHBop −, G = (−)
coH)
between the categories AHBopM and AM
H
B . If A is a right faithfully flat
H-Galois extension, then (F,G) is a pair of inverse equivalences.
Remark 4.3. Assume that A (resp. B) is a right (resp. left) faithfully flat
H-Galois extension. The proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that via appropriate
transport of structure, the functors
(A⊗Bop)⊗ABop −, A⊗AcoH −, −⊗BcoH B : ABopM→ AM
H
B
are naturally isomorphic equivalences of categories. It follows immediately
that we may define the functors
−⊗AcoH − : BAopM× AMC → BMC ,
−⊗AcoH − : BMA × ACopM→ BMC .
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Proposition 4.4. Let A,B,C be right H-comodule algebras. If M ∈ AM
H
B
and N ∈ BM
H
C , then M ⊗B N ∈ AM
H
C . If A and B are right faithfully flat
H-Galois extensions, then the map
f : M coH ⊗BcoH N
coH → (M ⊗B N)
coH , f(m⊗ n) = m⊗ n,
is an isomorphism. Consequently M coH ⊗BcoH N
coH is a left AHC
op-
module.
Proof. It is clear that M ⊗B N is an (A,C)-bimodule. A right H-coaction
on M ⊗B N is defined as follows:
ρ(m⊗B n) = m[0] ⊗B n[0] ⊗m[1]n[1].
It is easy to show that ρ is well-defined, and that this coaction makes M ⊗B
N ∈ AM
H
C .
By restriction of scalars, M ∈ AM
H and N ∈ BM
H . It follows from
Theorem 1.1 that
ε1,M : A⊗AcoH M
coH →M and ε1,N : B ⊗BcoH N
coH → N
are isomorphisms. Let g be the composition of the maps
ε1,M ⊗BcoH N
coH : A⊗AcoH M
coH ⊗BcoH N
coH →M ⊗BcoH N
coH
and
M ⊗B ε1,N : M ⊗BcoH N
coH ∼=M ⊗B B ⊗BcoH N
coH →M ⊗B N.
g is bijective, and is given by the formula
g(a⊗m⊗ n) = am⊗B n,
for a ∈ A, m ∈ M coH and n ∈ N coH . It is clear that g is left H-linear. g
is also right H-colinear, since g(a[0] ⊗ m ⊗ n) ⊗ a[1] = a[0]m ⊗ n ⊗ a[1] =
ρ(am ⊗B n), and it follows that g is an isomorphism in AM
H , and, by
Theorem 1.1 that
gcoH :
(
A⊗AcoH M
coH ⊗BcoH N
coH
)coH
→ (M ⊗B N)
coH
is an isomorphism. The map f is an isomorphism since it is the composition
of gcoH and the isomorphism
η1,McoH⊗
BcoH
NcoH : M
coH ⊗BcoH N
coH →
(
A⊗AcoH M
coH ⊗BcoH N
coH
)coH
.
Finally, the left AHC
op-action on (M ⊗B N)
coH can be transported using
f to M coH ⊗BcoH N
coH . 
In the sequel, we will use the adjoint pair of functors (F,G), with unit η
and counit ε introduced after Lemma 2.2, in the cases where the algebras
involved are respectively A and Bop, A and Cop and B and Cop. If A and
B are right faithfully flat H-Galois extensions, then these three adjunctions
are pairs of inverse equivalences, by Theorem 4.2. We will use the same
notation (F,G) and (η, ε) for the three adjunctions, no confusion will arise
from this.
Take M1 ∈ AHBopM and N1 ∈ BHCopM, and denote
M = (A⊗Bop)⊗AHBop M1 ∈ AM
H
B ;
N = (B ⊗ Cop)⊗BHCop N1 ∈ BM
H
C .
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Using Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.4, we find isomorphisms
M1 ⊗BcoH N1
∼=M coH ⊗BcoH N
coH ∼= (M ⊗B N)
coH ∈ AHCopM.
Transporting structure, we find thatM1⊗BcoH N1 ∈ AHCopM, and we have
a functor
−⊗BcoH − : AHBopM× BHCopM→ AHCopM.
Corollary 4.5. Let A,B,C be right H-comodule algebras, and assume that
A and B are right faithfully flat H-Galois extensions. Take M1 ∈ AHBopM
and N1 ∈ BHCopM. With notation as above, we have that M1 ⊗BcoH N1 ∈
AHCopM, and we have an isomorphism
h : (A⊗ Cop)⊗AHCop (M1 ⊗BcoH N1)→M ⊗B N
in AM
H
C . This isomorphism is natural in M1 and N1.
For later use, we observe that the naturality of h means the following. Let
µ1 : M1 →M
′
1 and ν1 : N1 → N
′
1 be morphisms in respectively AHBopM
and BHCopM, and let µ = F (µ1), ν = F (ν1). Then µ1 ⊗BcoH ν1 is a
morphism in AHCopM, and the following diagram commutes
(2) F (M1 ⊗BcoH N1)
F (µ1⊗ν1) //
h

F (M ′1 ⊗BcoH N
′
1)
h

M ⊗B N
µ⊗ν // M ′ ⊗B N
′
From now on, let H be a projective Hopf algebra (this condition is always
fulfilled if k is a field); let A be a right H-comodule algebra, and M,N ∈
AM
H . Then the map
ν : AHom(M,N)⊗H → AHom(M,N ⊗H), ν(f ⊗ h)(m) = f(m)⊗ h
is injective (see for example [3, Prop. II.4.2, p. AII.75]). A direct compu-
tation shows that the map ρ˜ : AHom(M,N) → AHom(M,N ⊗H) defined
by
ρ˜(f)(m) = f(m[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])f(m[0])[1]
is left A-linear. Let AHOM(M,N) be the k-submodule of AHom(M,N)
consisting of the maps f for which ρ˜(f) factorizes through AHom(M,N),
or, equivalently, for which there exists f[0] ⊗ f[1] ∈ AHom(M,N) ⊗H such
that
(3) f[0](m)⊗ f[1] = f(m[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])f(m[0])[1],
for all m ∈M . It follows from the injectivity of ν that f[0]⊗ f[1] is unique if
it exists. AHOM(M,N) is called the rational part of AHom(M,N). If H is
finitely generated and projective, then ν is bijective, and AHOM(M,N) =
AHom(M,N). We have a map
ρ = ν−1 ◦ ρ˜ : AHOM(M,N)→ AHom(M,N)⊗H, ρ(f) = f[0] ⊗ f[1].
Proposition 4.6. Let H be a projective Hopf algebra, A a right H-comodule
algebra, and M,N ∈ AM
H . Then (AHOM(M,N), ρ) is a right H-comodule.
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Proof. N ⊗H ∈ AM
H under the diagonal coaction. We know that five of
the six faces of the following diagram, namely all faces except the top one,
commute.
AHOM(M,N)
ρ //
⊂

ρ
((QQ
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
AHom(M,N)⊗H
ν

ρ˜⊗H
))SS
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
AHom(M,N)⊗H
ν

(ν◦H)◦(id⊗∆)
//
AHom(M,N⊗H)⊗H
ν

AHom(M,N)
ρ˜ //
ρ˜
((QQ
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
AHom(M,N⊗H)
ρ˜
))SSS
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
AHom(M,N)⊗H)
AHom(M,N⊗∆) //
AHom(M,N⊗H⊗H)
This implies that the top face also commutes; this means that, for all f ∈
AHOM(M,N),
(ν ⊗H)(f[0] ⊗∆(f[1])) = ρ˜(f[0])⊗ f[1],
and therefore f[0] ⊗ f[1] ∈ AHOM(M,N) ⊗H. We then also have that
(ν ⊗H)(f[0] ⊗∆(f[1])) = (ν ⊗H)(ρ(f[0])⊗ f[1]),
and, since ν ⊗H is injective,
f[0] ⊗∆(f[1]) = ρ(f[0])⊗ f[1].
We therefore have shown that ρ : AHOM(M,N)→ AHOM(M,N)⊗H is a
coassociative map. Finally, it follows immediately from (3) that ε(f[1])f[0] =
f , for all f ∈ AHOM(M,N). 
An alternative description of AHOM(M,N) is the following: AHom(M,N)
is a left H∗-module, with action (see [9, 6.5] in the case where k is a field):
(h∗ · f)(m) = 〈h∗, S−1(m[1])f(m[0])[1]〉f(m[0])[0].
AHOM(M,N) is then the subspace of AHom(M,N) consisting of left A-
linear f : M → N for which there exists a (unique) f[0]⊗f[1] ∈ AHom(M,N)⊗
H such that
(h∗ · f)(m) = 〈h∗, f[1]〉f[0](m).
Proposition 4.7. Let A be a right H-comodule algebra, with H a projective
Hopf algebra, and M,N ∈ AM
H . If M is finitely generated projective as
a left A-module, then AHOM(M,N) coincides with AHom(M,N). For f ∈
AHOM(M,N), we have
(4) ρ(f) =
∑
i
m∗i · f(mi[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(mi[1])f(mi[0])[1],
where
∑
im
∗
i ⊗A m is a finite dual basis of M ∈ AM.
Proof. We used the following notation: for m∗ ∈ AHom(M,A), and n ∈ N ,
m∗ · n ∈ AHom(M,N) is defined by
(m∗ · n)(m) = m∗(m)n.
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For every m ∈M , we have that m =
∑
im
∗
i (m)mi, hence
(5) ρ(m) =
∑
i
m∗i (m)[0]mi[0] ⊗m
∗
i (m)[1]mi[1].
We then compute that
f(m[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])f(m[0])[1]
(5)
=
∑
i
f(m∗i (m)[0]mi[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(m∗i (m)[1]mi[1])f(m
∗
i (m)[0]mi[0])[1]
=
∑
i
m∗i (m)[0]f(mi[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(mi[1])S
−1(m∗i (m)[2])m
∗
i (m)[1]f(mi[0])[1]
=
∑
i
m∗i (m)f(mi[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(mi[1])(mi[0])[1]
=
∑
i
m∗i · f(mi[0])[0](m)⊗ S
−1(mi[1])f(mi[0])[1],
and (4) follows from (3). 
Proposition 4.8. Let H be a projective Hopf algebra, and A,B,C right
H-comodule algebras. If M ∈ AM
H
B and N ∈ AM
H
C , then
AHOM(M,N) ∈ BM
H
C .
We have a map
β : AHOM(M,N)
coH → AcoHHom(M
coH , N coH).
If A is a right faithfully flat H-Galois extension, then β is an isomorphism
of left BCop-modules.
Proof. We consider the following (B,C)-bimodule structure on AHom(M,N):
(b · f · c)(m) = f(mb)c.
It is clear that b · f · c is then left A-linear. Take f ∈ AHOM(M,N);
in order to show that b · f · c ∈ AHOM(M,N), it suffices to show that
b[0] · f[0] · c[0] ⊗ b[1]f[1]c[1] satisfies (3). This can be seen as follows: for all
m ∈M , we have
(b[0] · f[0] · c[0])(m)⊗ b[1]f[1]c[1]
= f[0](mb[0])c[0] ⊗ b[1]f[1]c[1]
= f
(
(mb[0])[0]
)
[0]
c[0] ⊗ b[1]S
−1
(
(mb[0])[1]
)
f
(
(mb[0])[0]
)
[1]
c[1]
= f(m[0]b[0])[0]c[0] ⊗ b[2]S
−1(b[1])S
−1(m[1])f(m[0]b[0])[1]c[1]
= f(m[0]b)[0]c[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])f(m[0]b)[1]c[1]
=
(
f(m[0]b)c
)
[0]
⊗ S−1(m[1])
(
f(m[0]b)c
)
[1]
= (b · f · c)(m[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])(b · f · c)(m[0])[1],
as needed. This shows also that ρ(b · f · c) = b[0] · f[0] · c[0] ⊗ b[1]f[1]c[1], hence
that AHOM(M,N) ∈ BM
H
C .
Now take f ∈ AHOM(M,N)
coH . Then ρ(f) = f[0] ⊗ f[1], so
f(m)⊗ 1 = f(m[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])f(m[0])[1],
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for all m ∈ M . If m ∈ M coH , then it follows that f(m) ⊗ 1 = ρ(f(m)), so
f(m) ∈ N coH . Thus f restricts to a map β(f) = f coH : M coH → N coH .
Using the fact that f is left A-linear, we see that the diagram
A⊗AcoH M
coH
A⊗fcoH //
ε1,M

A⊗AcoH N
coH
ε1,N

M
f // N
commutes. If A is right faithfully flat H-Galois, then we define the inverse
of β as follows:
β−1(g) = ε1,N ◦ (A⊗ g) ◦ ε
−1
1,M .

Combining Proposition 4.8 with Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 4.9. Let A,B,C be right H-comodule algebras, and assume that
A and B are right faithfully flat H-Galois extensions. Let M1 ∈ ABopM
and N1 ∈ ACopM, and consider
M = (A⊗Bop)⊗ABop M1 ∈ AM
H
B ,
N = (A⊗ Cop)⊗ACop N1 ∈ AM
H
C .
Then
AcoHHom(M1, N1)
∼= AHOM(M,N)
coH ∈ BCopM
and
AHOM(M,N) ∼= (B ⊗ C
op)⊗BCop AcoHHom(M1, N1).
Proposition 4.10. Let A,B,C be right H-comodule algebras, and consider
M ∈ AM
H
B , N ∈ AM
H
C . Then the evaluation map
ϕ : M ⊗B AHOM(M,N)→ N, ϕ(m⊗B f) = f(m)
is a morphism in AM
H
C .
If A and B are right faithfully flat H-Galois extensions, then the evaluation
map
M coH ⊗BcoH AcoHHom(M
coH , N coH)→ N coH
is left AHC
op-linear.
Proof. We first show that ϕ is right H-colinear.
(ϕ⊗H)(ρ(m⊗ f)) = (ϕ⊗H)(m[0] ⊗B f[0] ⊗m[1]f[1])
= f[0](m[0])⊗m[1]f[1]
(3)
= f(m[0])[0] ⊗m[2]S
−1(m[1])f(m[0])[1]
= ρ(f(m)) = ρ(ϕ(m ⊗B f)).
ϕ is left A-linear and right C-linear since
ϕ(am⊗ f · c) = (f · c)(am) = f(am)c = af(m)c = aϕ(m⊗B f)c.
The composition
M coH ⊗BcoH AcoHHom(M
coH , N coH)
McoH⊗β
−→ M coH ⊗BcoH AHOM(M,N)
coH
f
−→ (M ⊗B AHOM(M,N))
coH ϕ
coH
−→ N coH
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is the required evaluation map. If A is right faithfully flat H-Galois, then
β is an isomorphism of BHC
op-modules, by Proposition 4.8, and then
M coH ⊗ β is an isomorphism of AHC
op-modules, by Corollary 4.5. If
B is right faithfully flat H-Galois, then f is an isomorphism of AHC
op-
modules, by Proposition 4.4. ϕ is a morphism in AM
H
C , hence ϕ
coH is left
AHC
op-linear, since (−)coH is a functor from AM
H
C to AHCopM. 
Proposition 4.11. Let A be a right H-comodule algebra, and M ∈ AM
H .
Then AEND(M)
op is a right H-comodule algebra.
Proof. Applying Proposition 4.8 (with M = N , B = C = k), we see that
AEND(M) is a right H-comodule. We have to show the compatibility rela-
tion
(6) ρ(g ◦ f) = g[0] ◦ f[0] ⊗ f[1]g[1],
for all f, g ∈ AEND(M). To this end, it suffices to show that the right hand
side of (6) satisfies (3). Indeed, for all m ∈M , we have
(g[0] ◦ f[0])(m)⊗ f[1]g[1]
(3)
= g[0]
(
f(m[0])[0]
)
⊗ S−1(m[1])f(m[0])[1]g[1]
(3)
= g
(
f(m[0])[0]
)
[0]
⊗ S−1(m[1])f(m[0])[2]S
−1
(
f(m[0])[1]
)
g
(
f(m[0])[0]
)
[1]
= g
(
f(m[0])
)
[0]
⊗ S−1(m[1])g
(
f(m[0])
)
[1]
= (g ◦ f)(m[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])(g ◦ f)(m[0])[1].

Proposition 4.12. Let A,B be right H-comodule algebras, and consider
M ∈ AM
H
B . Then the map
ψ : B → AEND(M), ψ(b)(m) = mb
is a morphism in BM
H
B .
If A is a right faithfully flat H-Galois extension, then the map
ψcoH : BcoH → AEND(M)
coH ∼= AcoHEnd(M
coH)
is left BHB
op-linear.
Proof. We first show that ψ is right H-colinear and well-defined. Indeed,
ψ(b)[0] ⊗ ψ(b)[1] = ψ(b[0])⊗ b[1],
since
ψ(b)(m[0])[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])ψ(b)(m[0])[1]
= (m[0]b)[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])(m[0]b)[1]
= m[0]b[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[2])m[1]b[1]
= mb[0] ⊗ b[1] = ψ(b[0])(m)⊗ b[1].
ψ is left and right B-linear since
ψ(b′bb′′)(m) = mb′bb′′ = ((b′ · ψ · b′′)(b))(m),
for all b, b′, b′′ ∈ B and m ∈M . The second statement then follows immedi-
ately from Corollary 4.9. 
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Remark 4.13. The map ψ in Proposition 4.12 is also a morphism of right
H-comodule algebras between B and AEND(M)
op.
Proposition 4.14. Let A,B,C be right H-comodule algebras, and consider
M ∈ AM
H
B , N ∈ AM
H
C . Then the map
µ : AHOM(M,A) ⊗A N → AHOM(M,N), µ(f ⊗ n)(m) = f(m)n
is a morphism in BM
H
C . If A is a right faithfully flat H-Galois extension,
then the map
µcoH : AcoHHom(M
coH , AcoH)⊗AcoH N
coH ∼= (AHOM(M,A)⊗A N)
coH
→ AcoHHom(M
coH , N coH) ∼= AHOM(M,N)
coH
is left BHC
op-linear.
Proof. In order to prove that µ is right H-colinear, we have to show that
ρ(µ(f ⊗ n)) = µ(f[0] ⊗ n[0])⊗ f[1]n[1].
It suffices to compute that
µ(f[0] ⊗ n[0])(m)⊗ f[1]n[1]
(3)
= f(m[0])[0]n[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])f(m[0])[1]n[1]
= (f(m[0])n)[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])(f(m[0])n)[1]
= (µ(f ⊗ n)(m[0]))[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])(µ(f ⊗ n)(m[0]))[1].
Finally, µ is left B-linear and right C-linear, since
(µ(b · f ⊗ nc))(m) = f(mb)nc = µ(f ⊗ n)(mb)c = (b · µ(f ⊗ n) · c)(m).

5. Morita equivalences
In this section, we study Morita equivalences induced by two-sided relative
Hopf modules.
Definition 5.1. Let A and B be right H-comodule algebras. An H-Morita
context connecting A and B is a Morita context (A,B,M,N,α, β) such that
M ∈ AM
H
B , N ∈ BM
H
A , α : M ⊗B N → A is a morphism in AM
H
A and
β : N ⊗AM → B is a morphism in BM
H
B .
A morphism between two H-Morita contexts (A,B,M,N,α, β) and (A′, B′,
M ′, N ′, α′, β′) is defined in the obvious way: it consists of a fourtuple (κ, λ,
µ, ν), where κ : A → A′ and λ : B → B′ are H-comodule algebra maps,
µ : M → M ′ is a morphism in AM
H
B and ν : N → N
′ is a morphism in
BM
H
A such that κ◦α = α
′ ◦ (µ⊗ ν) and λ ◦β = β′ ◦ (ν⊗µ). MoritaH(A,B)
will be the subcategory of the category of H-Morita contexts, consisting of
H-Morita contexts connecting A and B, and morphisms with the identity
of A and B as the underlying algebra maps.
Proposition 5.2. Let (A,B,M,N,α, β) be a strict H-Morita context. Then
we have a pair of inverse equivalences (M ⊗B −, N ⊗A −) between the cate-
gories AM
H and BM
H .
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Proof. Let P ∈ BM
H . Then M ⊗B P ∈ AM
H , with right H-action
ρ(m⊗B p) = m[0] ⊗B p[0] ⊗m[1]p[1].
The rest of the proof is straightforward. 
We will now give an H-comodule version of [1, Prop. 4.2.1].
Example 5.3. Let A be a right H-comodule algebra, andM ∈ AM
H . Then
B = AEND(M)
op is also a right H-module algebra, by Proposition 4.11.
Then M ∈ AM
H
B , with right B-action given by m · f = f(m), for all f ∈ B
and m ∈M . Indeed, (m · f) · g = m · (g ◦ f), and
m[0] · f[0] ⊗m[1]f[1] = f[0](m[0])⊗m[1]f[1]
(3)
= f(m[0])[0] ⊗m[2]S
−1(m[1])f(m[0])[1]
= ρ(f(m)) = ρ(m · f).
It follows from Proposition 4.8 that N = AHOM(M,A) ∈ BM
H
A , and from
Proposition 4.10 that the map
α : M ⊗B N → A, α(m⊗ n) = n(a)
is a morphism in AM
H
A . It follows from Proposition 4.14 that the map
β : N ⊗AM → AEND(M), β(n⊗m)(x) = n(x)m
is a morphism in BM
H
B . Straightforward computations then show that
(A,B,M,N,α, β) is an H-Morita context. We call it the H-Morita con-
text associated to M ∈ AM
H .
Proposition 5.4. The H-Morita context associated to M ∈ AM
H is strict
if and only if M is a progenerator as a left A-module.
Proof. If the Morita context is strict, then M is a left A-progenerator by [1,
Theorem III.3.5]. Conversely, if M is a left A-progenerator, then M ∈ AM
is finitely generated and projective, hence AHom(M,X) = AHOM(M,X),
for all X ∈ AM
H . If we forget the H-comodule structure in the H-Morita
context, then we obtain the Morita context associated to M ∈ AM, as in
[1, Prop. II.4.1]. By [1, Prop. II.4.4], this Morita context is strict. 
Proposition 5.5. Let (A,B,M,N,α, β) be a strict H-Morita context. Then
M is a left A-progenerator, and the H-Morita context is isomorphic to the
H-Morita context associated to M ∈ AM
H .
Proof. M is a left A-progenerator by [1, Theorem III.3.5]. Then AEnd(M) =
AEND(M), and by [1, Theorem II.3.4], ψ : B → AEND(M)
op, ψ(b)(m) =
mb is an isomorphism of k-algebras. It is an isomorphism of H-comodule
algebras, by Remark 4.13. It follows from [1, Theorem 3.4] that
ϕ : N → AHOM(M,A) = AHom(M,A), ϕ(n)(m) = α(m⊗ n)
is an isomorphism of (B,A)-bimodules. We verify that ϕ is H-colinear. For
every n ∈ N , we have to show that
(7) ϕ(n[0])⊗ n[1] = ϕ(n)[0] ⊗ ϕ(n)[1].
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Using the right H-colinearity of α, we find
α(m[0] ⊗B n)[0] ⊗ S
−1(m[1])α(m[0] ⊗B n)[1]
= α(m[0] ⊗B n[0])⊗ S
−1(m[2])m[1]n[1] = α(m⊗B n[0])⊗ n[1],
and (7) follows from (3). From classical Morita theory (see [1]), we know
that (A,ψ,M,ϕ) is an isomorphism of Morita contexts; since ψ and ϕ are
H-colinear, it follows that is an isomorphism of H-Morita contexts. 
Definition 5.6. Assume that A and B are right faithfully flat H-Galois
extensions of AcoH and BcoH . A H -Morita context between A
coH and
BcoH is a Morita context (AcoH , BcoH ,M1, N1, α1, β1) such that M1 (resp.
N1) is a left AHB
op-module (resp. BHA
op-module) and
• α1 : M1 ⊗BcoH N1 → A
coH is left AHA
op-linear,
• β1 : N1 ⊗AcoH M1 → B
coH is left BHB
op-linear.
A morphism between two H -Morita contexts connecting A
coH and BcoH ,
is a morphism between Morita contexts of the form (AcoH , BcoH , µ1, ν1),
where µ1 is left AHB
op-linear and ν1 is left BHA
op-linear. The cate-
gory of H -Morita contexts connecting A
coH and BcoH will be denoted by
MoritaH (AcoH , BcoH).
Theorem 5.7. Let A and B be right faithfully flat H-Galois extensions of
AcoH and BcoH . Then the categories MoritaH(A,B) and MoritaH (AcoH ,
BcoH) are equivalent. The equivalence functors send strict contexts to strict
contexts.
Proof. Let (A,B,M,N,α, β) be an H-Morita context. It follows from The-
orem 4.2 that M coH ∈ AHBopM, and N
coH ∈ BHAopM. It follows from
Proposition 4.4 that we have a left AHA
op-linear map
α1 = α
coH ◦ f : M coH ⊗BcoH N
coH → (M ⊗B N)
coH → AcoH ,
and a left BHB
op-linear isomorphism
β1 = β
coH ◦ f : N coH ⊗AcoH M
coH → (N ⊗AM)
coH → BcoH .
From the description of f in Proposition 4.4, it follows that we have a
commutative diagram of isomorphisms
M coH ⊗BcoH N
coH ⊗AcoH M
coH //

(M ⊗B N)
coH ⊗AcoH M
coH

M coH ⊗BcoH (N ⊗AM)
coH // (M ⊗B N ⊗AM)
coH
Now α⊗AM =M⊗B β implies (α⊗AM)
coH = (M ⊗B β)
coH , and it follows
that
α1 ⊗AcoH M
coH =M coH ⊗BcoH β.
In a similar way, we have that
β1 ⊗BcoH N
coH = N coH ⊗AcoH α
and it follows that (AcoH , BcoH ,M coH , N coH , α1, β1) is a Morita context.
If (A,B,M,N,α, β) is strict, then (AcoH , BcoH ,M coH , N coH , α1, β1) is also
strict.
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Conversely, let (AcoH , BcoH ,M1, N1, α1, β1) be a H -Morita context. Then
M = F (M1) = (A ⊗ B
op) ⊗AHBop M1 ∈ AM
H
B and N = F (N1) =
(B ⊗ Aop) ⊗BHAop N1 ∈ BM
H
A . Also observe that A
∼= F (AcoH) =
(A ⊗ Aop) ⊗AHAop A
coH and B ∼= F (BcoH) = (B ⊗ Bop) ⊗BHBop B
coH .
We define α : M ⊗B N → A and β : N ⊗AM → N by the commutativity
of the following two diagrams, where the isomorphisms h are defined as in
Corollary 4.5.
(8) F (M1 ⊗BcoH N1)
F (α1) //
h

F (AcoH)
∼=

M ⊗B N
α // A
(9) F (N1 ⊗BcoH M1)
F (β1) //
h

F (BcoH)
∼=

N ⊗AM
β // B
It is clear that α ∈ AM
H
B and β ∈ BM
H
A . We claim that (A,B,M,N,α, β)
is an H-Morita context. To this end, consider the following diagram
M ⊗B N ⊗AM
M⊗β //
h−1

M ⊗B B
h−1

F (M1 ⊗BcoH N1 ⊗AcoH M1)
F (M1⊗β1) //
=

F (M1 ⊗BcoH B
coH)
∼=

F (M1 ⊗BcoH N1 ⊗AcoH M1)
F (α1⊗N1) //
h

F (AcoH ⊗coHA N1)
h

M ⊗B N ⊗AM
α⊗AM // A⊗AM
The top square and the bottom square commute by the definition of α and
β, and because of the naturality of h (see (2)). The square in the middle
commutes because (AcoH , BcoH ,M1, N1, α1, β1) is a Morita context. So the
whole diagram commutes. The composition of the left vertical morphisms
is the identity of M ⊗B N ⊗AM , and the composition of the right vertical
morphisms is the natural isomorphism M ⊗B B ∼= A ⊗A M . So it follows
that the diagram
M ⊗B N ⊗AM
M⊗β //
α⊗M

M ⊗B B
∼=

A⊗AM
∼= // M
commutes. The commutativity of the second diagram in the definition of a
Morita context is proved in a similar way. 
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Recall that M ∈ AM is a progenerator if and only if A and M are mutually
direct summands of finite direct sums of copies of the other. Now let M ∈
AM
H If this property holds in the category AM
H , then we call M an H-
progenerator.
Corollary 5.8. Assume that A and B are right faithfully flat H-Galois
extensions. If (A,B,M,N,α, β) is a strict H-Morita context, then M is an
H-progenerator.
Proof. Let (AcoH , BcoH ,M1, N1, α1, β1) be the corresponding strictH -Morita
context, as in Theorem 5.7. It follows from classical Morita theory that M1
is a left AcoH -progenerator. The claim then follows from the equivalence
A⊗AcoH − between the categories AcoHM and AM
H . 
Theorem 5.9. Assume that A and B are right faithfully flat H-Galois
extensions, and let (AcoH , BcoH ,M1, N1, α1, β1) be a strict Morita context.
If M1 has a left AHB
op-module structure, then there is a unique left
BHA
op-module structure on N1 such that (A
coH , BcoH ,M1, N1, α1, β1) is
a strict H-Morita context.
Proof. We know that M = A ⊗AcoH M1 ∈ AM
H
B . We have seen in Propo-
sition 4.12 that we have a morphism ψ : B → AEND(M) in BM
H
B , and a
left BHB-linear map ψ
coH : BcoH → AEND(M)
coH ∼= AcoHEnd(M
coH),
see also Corollary 4.9. ψcoH is an isomorphism, because the Morita context
is strict. Since B is right faithfully flat H-Galois, it follows that ψ is an
isomorphism in BM
H
B . Since M1 is a progenerator as a left A
coH -module,
M is a progenerator as a left A-module. Let N = AHOM(M,A). Then
N coH ∼= AcoHHom(M1, A
coH) as left BHA
op-modules (see Corollary 4.9);
AcoHHom(M1, A
coH) and N1 are canonically isomorphic as (B
coH -AcoH)-
bimodules, since the Morita context is strict. Using this isomorphism, the
left BHA
op-module structure can be transported to N1. The H-Morita
context (A,B,M,N) associated to M is strict by Proposition 5.4. The cor-
responding H -Morita context from Theorem 5.7 is canonically isomorphic
to (AcoH , BcoH ,M1, N1, α1, β1). This proves the claim. 
We end this Section with the following result.
Theorem 5.10. Let A be a (right) faithfully flat Galois extension of AcoH .
Assume that M ∈ AM
H is a progenerator as a left A-module. Then B =
AEND(M)
op is a (right) faithfully flat H-Galois extension of BcoH if and
only if M is an H-progenerator.
Proof. The H-Morita context (A,B,M,N = AHOM(M,A), α, β) from Ex-
ample 5.3 is strict by Proposition 5.4.
If B is a faithfully flat H-Galois extension, then M is an H-progenerator by
Corollary 5.8.
Conversely, let M be an H-progenerator. M ∈ AM
H
B (see Example 5.3),
hence M1 = M
coH ∈ AcoHMBcoH . From the fact that the categories AM
H
and AcoHM are equivalent, it follows that M1 is a left A
coH -progenerator.
From Proposition 4.8, we know that BcoH ∼= AcoHEnd(M1)
op and that
N coH ∼= AcoHHom(M1, B
coH). The Morita context
(AcoH , BcoH ∼= AcoHEnd(M1)
op,M1,AcoHHom(M1, B
coH), α1, β1)
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associated to M1 ∈ AcoHM is strict, so M1⊗BcoH − : BcoHM→ AcoHM is a
category equivalence. A⊗AcoH− : AcoHM→ AM
H is an equivalence since A
is a right faithfully flat H-Galois extension, andM⊗B− : BM
H → AM
H is
also an equivalence (see Proposition 5.2). Using the fact that A⊗AcoH M1
∼=
M (A is a right faithfully flat Galois extension), we see easily that the
following diagram of functors commutes;
BcoHM
M1⊗BcoH− //
B⊗
BcoH
−

BcoHM
A⊗
AcoH
−

BM
H
M⊗B− //
BM
H
Three of the four functors in the diagram are equivalences, hence the fourth
one, B⊗BcoH − is also an equivalence (see the observations following Corol-
lary 7.2). M1, A and M are right faithfully flat over B
coH , AcoH and B
respectively, hence it follows that B is right faithfully flat over BcoH . Thus
condition (5) of Theorem 1.1 is fulfilled, and it follows that B is a right
faithfully flat H-Galois extension. 
6. Application to the Miyashita-Ulbrich action
Let A be a right faithfully flat right H-Galois extension, and consider the
map
γA = can
−1 ◦ (ηA ⊗H) : H → A⊗AcoH A.
Following [16], we use the notation
γA(h) =
∑
i
li(h) ⊗AcoH ri(h).
γA(h) is then characterized by the property
∑
i
li(h)ri(h)[0] ⊗ ri(h)[1] = 1⊗ h.
The following properties are then easy to prove (see [18, 3.4]): for all h, h′ ∈
H and a ∈ A, we have
γA(h) ∈ (A⊗AcoH A)
AcoH ;(10)
γA(h(1))⊗ h(2) =
∑
i
li(h)⊗AcoH ri(h)[0] ⊗ ri(h)[1];(11)
γA(h(2))⊗ S(h(1)) =
∑
i
li(h)[0] ⊗AcoH ri(h)⊗ li(h)[1];(12)
∑
i
li(h)ri(h) = ε(h)1A;(13)
∑
i
a[0]li(a[1])⊗ ri(a[1]) = 1⊗ a;(14)
γ(hh′) =
∑
i,j
li(h
′)lj(h) ⊗AcoH rj(h)rj(h
′).(15)
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Combining (11) and (12), we find
∑
i
li(h)[0] ⊗AcoH ri(h)[0] ⊗ li(h)[1] ⊗ ri(h)[1]
(12)
=
∑
i
li(h(2))⊗AcoH ri(h(2))[0] ⊗ S(h(1))⊗ ri(h(2))[1]
(11)
=
∑
i
li(h(2))⊗AcoH ri(h(2))⊗ S(h(1))⊗ h(3).(16)
Let M be an (A,A)-bimodule. On MA
coH
, we can define a right H-action
called the Miyashita-Ulbrich action. This was introduced in [11], and we
follow here the description given in [16]. It is given by the formula
m↼h =
∑
i
li(h)mri(h).
It follows from (10) and (15) that we have a well-defined right H-action. In
particular, forX,Y ∈MA, Hom(X,Y ) ∈ AMA, with left and right A-action
given by
(a · f · a′)(x) = f(xa)a′.
It is easy to see that
Hom(X,Y )A
coH
= HomAcoH (X,Y ),
and the Miyashita-Ulbrich action is then given by (see [18, Cor. 3.5])
(f↼h)(x) =
∑
i
f(xli(h))ri(h).
Lemma 6.1. Let A and B be right faithfully flat right H-Galois extensions.
For all b ∈ B, we have that
x := γ(S−1(b[1]))⊗ b[0] ∈ A⊗AcoH (AHB
op).
Proof. We have
∑
i
li(S
−1(b[1]))⊗AcoH ri(S
−1(b[1]))[0] ⊗ ri(S
−1(b[1]))[1] ⊗ b[0]
(11)
= γ(S−1(b[1]))⊗ S
−1(b[1])⊗ b[0].
hence x ∈ (A⊗AcoH A)HB
op ∼= A⊗AcoH (AHB
op). 
Now we assume that (A,B,M,N,α, β) is a strict H-Morita context con-
necting the right faithfully flat H-Galois extensions A and B. For X ∈ MA,
we have the isomorphism
ϕ : X ⊗AcoH M
coH ∼= X ⊗A A⊗AcoH M
coH
X⊗Aε1,M // X ⊗AM,
given by
ϕ(x⊗AcoH m) = x⊗A m.
We have that X ⊗AM ∈MB , and its right B-action can be transported to
X ⊗AcoH M
coH . We compute this action in our next Lemma.
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Lemma 6.2. The transported right B-action on X ⊗AcoH M
coH is given by
the formula
(17) (x⊗AcoH m) · b =
∑
i
xli(S
−1(b[1]))⊗AcoH (ri(S
−1(b[1]))⊗ b[0])m.
Proof. Observe first that the action (17) is well-defined, since M coH ∈
ABopM, and by Lemma 6.1. For the sake of simplicity, we introduce the
following notation: for
∑
i ai ⊗ bi ∈ AHB
op and m ∈M coH , we write
(
∑
i
ai ⊗ bi) ·m =
∑
i
aimbi.
We have to show that ϕ is right H-linear. Indeed,
ϕ((x ⊗AcoH m) · b) =
∑
i
xli(S
−1(b[1]))⊗A ri(S
−1(b[1]))mb[0]
=
∑
i
xli(S
−1(b[1]))ri(S
−1(b[1]))⊗A mb[0]
(13)
=
∑
i
xε(S−1(b[1]))⊗A mb[0] = x⊗A mb.

Consider the setting of Theorem 5.10: (A,B,M,N,α, β) is a strict H-Morita
context connecting the right faithfully flat H-Galois extensions A and B,
and (AcoH , BcoH ,M coH , N coH , α1, β1) is the corresponding Morita context
connecting AcoH and BcoH . For X,Y ∈ MA, we have an isomorphism
(18) φ : HomAcoH (X,Y )→ HomBcoH (X ⊗AcoH M
coH , Y ⊗AcoH M
coH),
given by φ(f) = f⊗AcoHM
coH . It follows from Lemma 6.2 that Hom(X⊗AcoH
M coH , Y ⊗AcoH M
coH) is a (B,B)-bimodule, and we can consider the Miya-
shita-Ulbrich action on HomBcoH (X ⊗AcoH M
coH , Y ⊗AcoH M
coH).
Proposition 6.3. With notation as above, the map φ from (18) preserves
the Miyashita-Ulbrich action.
Proof. We will use the notation
γB(h) =
∑
j
kj(h)⊗BcoH qj(h) ∈ B ⊗BcoH B.
We have to show that
φ(f)↼h = φ(f↼h),
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for all right AcoH -linear f : X → Y and h ∈ H. For x ∈ X and m ∈M coH ,
we compute
(φ(f)↼h)(x⊗AcoH m) =
∑
j
φ(f)
(
(x⊗AcoH m)kj(h)
)
qj(h)
=
∑
i,j
[
f
[
xli(S
−1(kj(h)[1]))
]
⊗AcoH ri(S
−1(kj(h)[1]))mkj(h)[0]
]
qj(h)
=
∑
i,j,p
f
[
xli(S
−1(kj(h)[1]))
]
lp(S
−1(qj(h)[1]))
⊗AcoHrp(S
−1(qj(h)[1]))ri(S
−1(kj(h)[1]))mkj(h)[0]qj(h)[0]
(16)
=
∑
i,j,p
f
[
xli(S
−1(S(h(1))))
]
lp(S
−1(h(3)))
⊗AcoHrp(S
−1(h(3)))ri(S
−1(S(h(1))))mkj(h(2))qj(h(2))
(13)
=
∑
i,p
f(xli(h(1)))lp(S
−1(h(2)))⊗AcoH rp(S
−1(h(2)))ri(h(1))m1B
(∗)
=
∑
i,p
f(xli(h(1)))lp(S
−1(h(2)))rp(S
−1(h(2)))ri(h(1))⊗AcoH m
(13)
=
∑
i
f(xli(h))ri(h)⊗AcoH m
= (f↼h)(x) ⊗AcoH m = (φ(f↼h))(x ⊗AcoH m).
The equality (∗) can be justified as follows. From Lemma 6.1, we deduce
that, for all i:∑
i
li(S
−1(kj(h)[1]))⊗AcoH 1A ⊗AcoH ri(S
−1(kj(h)[1]))⊗ kj(h)[0]
and ∑
p
1A ⊗AcoH lp(S
−1(qj(h)[1]))⊗AcoH rp(S
−1(qj(h)[1]))⊗ qj(h)[0]
lie in (A ⊗AcoH A) ⊗AcoH (AHB
op). Consequently (A ⊗AcoH A) ⊗AcoH
(AHB
op) also contains
∑
i,p
li(S
−1(kj(h)[1]))⊗AcoH lp(S
−1(qj(h)[1]))
rp(S
−1(qj(h)[1]))ri(S
−1(kj(h)[1]))⊗ kj(h)[0]qj(h)[0]
(13),(16)
=
∑
i,p
li(h(1))⊗AcoH lp(S
−1(h(2)))⊗AcoH rp(S
−1(h(2)))ri(h(1))⊗ 1B
=: Z ⊗ 1B .
This means that
(A⊗AcoH A⊗AcoH ρA)(Z)⊗ 1B = Z ⊗ 1H ⊗ 1B ,
hence
Z ∈ (A⊗AcoH A⊗AcoH A)
coH ∼= A⊗AcoH A⊗AcoH A
coH ,
since A/AcoH is faihfully flat. 
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7. Hopf subalgebras
Throughout this Section, H is a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode over
a field k, and K is a Hopf subalgebra of H. We assume that the antipode of
K is bijective, and that H is (right) faithfully flat as a left K-module. Let
K+ = Ker (εK). It is well-known, and easy to prove (see [20, Sec. 1]) that
H = H/HK+ ∼= H ⊗K k
is a left H-module coalgebra, with operations
h · l = hl, ∆H(h) = h(1) ⊗ h(2), εH(h) = ε(h).
The class inH represented by h ∈ H is denoted by h. 1 is a grouplike element
of H, and we consider coinvariants with respect to this element. A right H-
comodule M is also a right H-comodule, by corestriction of coscalars:
ρH(m) = m[0] ⊗m[1].
The H-coinvariants of M ∈ MH are then
M coH = {m ∈M | m[0] ⊗m[1] = m⊗ 1}
= {m ∈M | ρ(m) ∈M ⊗K} ∼=MHK.
If A is a rightH-comodule algebra, then AcoH is a rightK-comodule algebra,
and (AcoH)coK = AcoH .
Proposition 7.1. ([18, Remark 1.8]) Let H, K and A be as above, and as-
sume that A is a faithfully flat H-Galois extension. Then A is right faithfully
flat as a right AcoH-module, and
can : A⊗
AcoH
A→ A⊗H, can(a⊗ b) = ab[0] ⊗ b[1]
is bijective. The functors (A⊗
AcoH
−, (−)coH) form a pair of inverse equiv-
alences between the categories
AcoH
M and AM(H)
H .
We also have an adjoint pair of functors (F4 = A ⊗AcoH −, G4 = (−)
coH ∼=
−HK) between the categories AcoHM
K and AM
H . This can be seen
directly, but it is also a consequence of a more general result: we apply
[8, Theorem 1.3] to the inclusion morphism between the Doi-Hopf data
(K,AcoH ,K) and (H,A,H).
Take N ∈
AcoH
MK . Forgetting the K-coaction, we find that N ∈
AcoH
M.
Then it is easy to see that the counit map ηN : N → (A ⊗AcoH N
coH is a
morphism in
AcoH
MK , and coincides with the counit map from the adjunc-
tion (F4, G4). Since ηN is an isomorphism, the unit maps of the adjunction
(F4, G4) are isomorphisms. In the same way, we can conclude that the counit
maps are isomorphisms, and we conclude
Corollary 7.2. Let H, K and A be as above, and assume that A is a
faithfully flat H-Galois extension. Then the adjoint pair of functors (F4 =
A⊗
AcoH
−, G4 = (−)
coH ∼= −HK) establishes a pair of inverse equivalences
between the categories
AcoH
MK and AM
H .
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Before stating our next corollary, we recall some elementary facts from cat-
egory theory. If (F1, G1) and (F2, G2) are pairs of adjoint functors, re-
spectively between categories C and D, and between D and E , then (F =
F2 ◦F1, G = G1 ◦G2) is a pair of adjoint functors between C and E . If two of
these three pairs are inverse equivalences, then the third one is also a pair
of inverse equivalences. This follows from the following formulas, which give
the relations between the units and counits of the three adjunctions: for all
C ∈ C and D ∈ D, we have
ηC = G1(η2,F1(C)) ◦ η1,C ; εE = η2,E ◦ F2(ε1,G2(E)).
This can be applied to the following situation. Assume that we are in the
setting of Proposition 7.1 and Corollary 7.2. We have adjunctions
• (F1 = A⊗AcoH −, G1 = (−)
coH) between AcoHM and AM
H ;
• (F3 = A
coH ⊗AcoH −, G3 = (−)
coK) between AcoHM and AcoHM
K ;
• (F4 = A ⊗AcoH −, G4 = (−)
coH ∼= −HK) between the categories
AcoH
MK and AM
H .
It is clear that F1 = F4 ◦ F3 and G1 = G3 ◦ G4. (F1, G1) and (F4, G4)
are pairs of inverse equivalences, by Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 7.2. Hence
(F3, G3) is also a pair of inverse equivalences, and using Theorem 1.1, we
obtain the following result.
Corollary 7.3. Let H, K and A be as above, and assume that A is a
faithfully flat H-Galois extension. Then AcoH is a right faithfully flat K-
Galois extension.
Theorem 7.4. Let H and K be as before: K ⊂ H are Hopf algebras with
invertible antipode over a field k, and H is faithfully flat as a left K-module.
Let A and B be (right) faithfully flat right H-Galois extensions, connected
by a strict H-Morita context (A,B,M,N,α, β).
(1) AcoH and BcoH are connected by a strict K-Morita context, with
connecting modules M coH and N coH ;
(2) we have a pair of inverse equivalences (M ⊗B −, N ⊗A −) between
the categories BM(H)
H and AM(H)
H ;
(3) the following diagram of categories and functors commutes to within
natural equivalences of functors:
AM(H)
H¯
N⊗A− //
(−)co H¯

BM(H)
H¯
M⊗B−
oo
(−)co H¯

Aco H¯M
Nco H¯⊗
Aco H¯
−
//
A⊗
Aco H¯
−
OO
Bco H¯M
Mco H¯⊗
Bco H¯
−
oo
B⊗
Bco H¯
−
OO
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Proof. 1) We have the following commutative diagram of inclusions
AcoHK(B
op)coH
⊂ //
⊂

AcoH ⊗ (Bop)coH
⊂

AHB
op ⊂ // A⊗Bop
By Theorem 5.7, we have a strict H -Morita context (A
coH , BcoH ,M coH ,
N coH , α1, β1). By restriction of scalars, A is a left A
coH
K(B
op)coH -module.
Then we can apply Theorems 5.7 and 5.9, with H replaced by K, and
taking into account that AcoH and BcoH are right faithfully flat K-Galois
extensions, by Corollary 7.3. We find that AcoH and BcoH are connected by
a strict K-Morita context. The first connecting module is
AcoH ⊗AcoH M
coH = F3G1(M) ∼= G4F4F3G1(M)
∼= G4F1G1(M) ∼= G4(M) =M
coH .
In a similar way, we find that the second connecting module is N coH .
2) The proof is an easy adaption of the proof of Proposition 5.2.
3) BcoH is a right K-comodule algebra, and, by corestriction of coscalars,
a right H-comodule algebra, so we can consider the categories
AcoH
MK
BcoH
and AM
H
BcoH
. It is then easy to see that the inverse equivalent functors of
Corollary 7.2 also define a pair of inverse equivalences between these two
categories of relative Hopf bimodules. Now M ∈ AM
H
BcoH
, so M ∼= A⊗AcoH
M coH as right BcoH -modules. It follows that we have, for all P ∈
BcoH
M,
A⊗
AcoH
M coH ⊗
BcoH
P ∼=M ⊗BcoH P
∼=M ⊗B B ⊗BcoH P.
In a similar way, we can show that
B ⊗
BcoH
N coH ⊗
AcoH
Q ∼= N ⊗A A⊗AcoH Q,
for all Q
AcoH
M. Finally, take U ∈ AM(H)
H . Then
(N ⊗A U)
coH ∼= (N ⊗A A⊗AcoH U
coH)coH
∼= (B ⊗BcoH N
coH ⊗
AcoH
U coH)coH ∼= N coH ⊗AcoH U
coH ,
and, in a similar way, for V ∈ BM(H)
H ,
(M ⊗B V )
coH ∼=M coH ⊗BcoH V
coH .

Finally recall that if the algebras A and B are Morita equivalent, then there
is a Morita equivalence between A ⊗ Aop and B ⊗ Bop sending A to B. In
particular, this implies that the centers of A and B are isomorphic. In our
context this generalizes as follows.
Corollary 7.5. Assume that (A,B,M,N,α, β) is a strict H-Morita context.
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(1) Let K and L be Hopf subalgebras of H with bijective antipodes, and
assume that H⊗H is faithfully flat as a right K⊗L-module. Then the
categories
AcoH/HK
+M
AcoH/HL
+ and
BcoH/HK
+M
BcoH/HL
+ are equiv-
alent.
(2) There is an isomorphism
CA(A
coH) ∼= CB(B
coH)
of left H-module right H-comodule algebras, where CA(A
coH) de-
notes the centralizer in A of AcoH .
Proof. 1) The objectsM⊗N ∈ A⊗AopM
H⊗H
B⊗Bop andN⊗M ∈ B⊗BopM
H⊗H
A⊗Aop
induce a Morita equivalence between A⊗Aop and B⊗Bop. Now the assertion
follows from Theorem 7.4, where we replace H by H ⊗H, K by K ⊗ L, A
by A⊗Aop and B by B ⊗Bop.
2) Note that
CA(A
coH) ∼= EndAcoH⊗Aop(A)
asH-moduleH-comodule algebras. Since under the equivalence of 1) (where
we take K = k and L = H), A corresponds to B, the statement follows from
Proposition 6.3. 
8. H-colinear equivalences
Let H be a projective Hopf algebra, and A a right H-comodule algebra.
Let AM
H be the category with relative Hopf modules as modules; the set
of morphisms between two objects M and N is AHOM(M,N). AM
H is a
right H-colinear category in the following sense: AHOM(M,N) is a right
H-comodule (see Proposition 4.6); the map
ϕ : M ⊗ AHOM(M,N)→ N, ϕ(m⊗ f) = f(m)
is right H-colinear (take B = C = k in Proposition 4.10); if N is a third
object in AM
H , then the composition
ψ : AHOM(L,M)⊗ AHOM(M,N)→ AHOM(L,N), ψ(f ⊗ g) = g ◦ f
is right H-colinear. The following result is then obvious.
Proposition 8.1. Let H be a projective Hopf algebra. Let (A,B,M,N,α, β)
be a strict H-Morita context connecting the right H-comodule algebras A and
B. Then the functors M ⊗B − and N ⊗A − induce a pair of inverse right
H-colinear equivalences between BM
H and AM
H .
The functors F = M ⊗B − and G = N ⊗A − are right H-colinear in the
following sense: for V,W ∈ BM
H , the map
F : BHOM(V,W )→ AHOM(M ⊗B V,M ⊗B W ), F (f) =M ⊗B f
is right H-colinear.
In this Section, we investigate when the converse of Proposition 8.1 holds:
suppose that we have a pair of inverse right H-colinear equivalences between
BM
H and AM
H . Is this equivalence induced by a strict H-Morita context?
To this end, we will give an H-colinear version of the Eilenberg-Watts The-
orem.
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Proposition 8.2. Let A and B be H-comodule algebras, and T : AM
H →
BM
H an H-colinear functor. Then N = T (A) ∈ AM
H
B , and we have a
natural transformation ψ : F = N ⊗A − → T , such that ψA : N ⊗A A →
T (A) = N is the natural isomorphism.
Proof. In the sequel, V and W will be objects in AM
H . The fact that T is
right H-colinear means that
(19) T (f[0])⊗ f[1] = ρ(T (f)),
for f ∈ AHOM(V,W ). We claim that the map
ϕV : V → AHOM(A,V ), ϕV (v)(a) = av
Is well-defined and right H-colinear. To this end, it suffices to show that
(20) ϕ(v)[0] ⊗ ϕ(v)[1] = ϕ(v[0])⊗ v[1],
for all v ∈ V . For all a ∈ A, we have(
ϕV (v)(a[0])
)
[0]
⊗ S−1(a[1])
(
ϕV (v)(a[0])
)
[1]
= a[0]v[0] ⊗ S
−1(a[2])a[1]v[1]
= av[0] ⊗ v[1] = ϕV (v[0])(a) ⊗ v[1],
and (20) follows using (3). ϕV satisfies the following property:
(21) ϕV (av) = ϕV (v) ◦ ϕA(a),
for all a ∈ A and v ∈ V . Indeed,
ϕV (av)(c) = cav = ϕV (v)(ca) = (ϕV (v) ◦ ϕA(a))(c).
On N = T (A) ∈ BM
H , we define a right A-action as follows:
na = T (ϕA(a))(n),
for all a ∈ A and n ∈ N . This makes N an object of BM
H
A , since
n(ac) = T (ϕA(ac))(n)
(21)
= T (ϕA(a) ◦ ϕA(c))(n)
=
(
T (ϕA(a)) ◦ T (ϕA(c))
)
(n) = (na)c;
(bn)a = T (ϕA(a))(bn) = bT (ϕA(a))(n) = b(na);
n[0]a[0] ⊗ n[1]a[1] = T (ϕ(a[0]))(n[0])⊗ n[1]a[1]
(20)
= T (ϕ(a)[0])(n[0])⊗ n[1]ϕ(a)[1]
(19)
= T (ϕ(a))[0](n[0])⊗ n[1]T (ϕ(a))[1]
(3)
= T (ϕ(a))(n[0])[0] ⊗ n[2]S
−1(n[1])T (ϕ(a))(n[0])[1]
= T (ϕ(a))(n)[0] ⊗ T (ϕ(a))(n)[1] = ρ(na),
for all a, c ∈ A, b ∈ B and n ∈ N .
For every v ∈ V , ϕV (v) : A→ V is left A-linear, hence T (ϕV (v)) : T (A) =
N → T (V ) is left B-linear. By (19,20), we also have that
(22) T (ϕV (v[0]))⊗ v[1] = ρ(T (ϕV (v))).
Now we define
ψV : N ⊗A V → T (V ), ψV (n⊗A v) = T (ϕV (v))(n).
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ψV is well-defined since
ψV (n⊗A av) = T (ϕV (av))(n)
(21)
= (T (ϕV (v)) ◦ T (ϕV (a)))(n)
= T (ϕV (v))(na) = ψV (n⊗A v).
ψV is right H-colinear, since
ψV (n[0] ⊗A v[0])⊗ n[1]v[1] = T (ϕV (v[0]))(n[0])⊗ n[1]v[1]
(22)
= T (ϕV (v))[0](n[0])⊗ n[1]T (ϕV (v))[1]
(3)
=
(
T (ϕV (v))(n[0])
)
[0]
⊗ n[2]S
−1(n[1])
(
T (ϕV (v))(n[0])
)
[1]
= ρ
(
T (ϕV (v))(n)
)
= ρ(ψV (n⊗A v)).
ψV is left B-linear, since
ψV (bn⊗A v) = T (ϕV (v))(bm) = b(T (ϕV (v))(m)) = bψV (n ⊗A v).
In order to show that ψ is a natural transformation, we first observe the
following property. For f : V →W in AM
H , v ∈ V and a ∈ A, we have
ϕW (f(v))(a) = af(v) = f(av) = f(ϕV (v)(a),
so ϕW (f(v)) = f ◦ ϕV (v). We can now show that the diagram
N ⊗A V
ψV //
N⊗Af

T (V )
T (f)

N ⊗AW
ψW // T (W )
commutes:
(T (f) ◦ ψV )(n⊗A v) = (T (f) ◦ T (ϕV (v)))(n)
= T (f ◦ ϕV (v))(n) = T (ϕW (f(v)))(n) = ψW (n⊗A f(v))).
It follows that ψ is a natural transformation. Finally, it is easy to com-
pute that the map ψA : N⊗A → T (A) = A is given by ψA(n ⊗ a) =
T (ϕA(a))(n) = na, as needed. 
We are now ready to prove the following generalization of the Eilenberg-
Watts Theorem (cf. [1, II.2.3]).
Proposition 8.3. With notation and assumptions as in Proposition 8.2,
assume that A is a generator of AM
H , and that T , viewed as a functor
AM
H → BM
H , preserves cokernels and arbitrary coproducts. Then the
natural transformation ψ : F = N ⊗A − → T from Proposition 8.2 is a
natural isomorphism.
Proof. Let I be an index set, and A(I) the coproduct of copies of A indexed
by I. For i ∈ I, let ri : A → A
(I) be the natural inclusion. Since ψ is a
natural transformation, we have a commutative diagram
F (A)
ψA //
F (ri)

T (A)
T (ri)

F (A(I))
ψ
A(I) // T (A(I))
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Let ni : T (A)→ T (A)
(I) be the natural inclusion. Then the diagram
F (A)(I)
⊕i∈I(ni◦ψA) //
⊕i∈IF (ri)

T (A)(I)
⊕i∈IT (ri)

F (A(I))
ψ
A(I) // T (A(I))
also commutes. The vertical maps in the diagram are isomorphisms, since
F and T commute with direct sums. We have seen in Proposition 8.2 that
the top horizontal map is an isomorphim, so it follows that ψA(I) is an
isomorphism.
Now take an arbitrary V ∈ AM
H . Since A is a generator of AM
H , we have
an exact sequence
A(J)
pi
−→A(I)
ϕ
−→V → 0
in AM
H . Since ψ is a natural transformation, and F and G preserve coker-
nels, we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows in BM
H :
F (A(J))
ψ
A(J)

F (pi)
// F (A(I))
ψ
A(I)

F (ϕ)
// F (V )
ψV

// 0
T (A(J))
T (pi)
// T (A(I))
T (ϕ)
// T (V ) // 0
We know from above that ψA(J) and ψA(I) are isomorphisms, and it follows
from the 5 lemma that ψV is also an isomorphism. 
Theorem 8.4. Let A and B be H-module algebras, and suppose that they
generate the categories AM
H and BM
H . If (T,U) is a pair of H-linear
inverse equivalences between the categories AM
H and BM
H , then there ex-
ists a strict H-Morita context (A,B,M,N,α, β) such that T ∼= N ⊗A− and
U ∼=M ⊗B −.
Proof. Since (T,U) is also a pair of inverse equivalences between AM
H and
BM
H , T and U preserve coproducts and cokernels. Applying Proposi-
tion 8.3, we find M ∈ AM
H
B and N ∈ BM
H
A such that T
∼= N ⊗A −
and U ∼=M ⊗B −.
(T,U) is a pair of adjoint functors, and the unit η and the counit ε are natu-
ral isomorphisms. We define α = η−1A : M⊗BN → A. Then α ∈ AM
H . Let
us show that α is also right A-linear. For every c ∈ A, the map fc : A→ A,
fc(a) = ac is left A-linear. Since η is a natural transformation, the diagram
A
ηA //
fc

M ⊗B N ⊗A A
M⊗BN⊗Afc

A
ηA // M ⊗B N ⊗A A
commutes. Evaluating the diagram at 1A, we find that ηA(ac) = ηA(a)c.
We define β = εB : N ⊗A M → B. Applying the above argument to the
adjunction (U, T ) with unit ε−1 and counit η−1, we find that εB is right
B-linear.
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Take W ∈ BM
H . For every w ∈ W , we consider the left B-linear map
gw : B →W , gw(b) = bw. Since ε is a natural transformation, the diagram
N ⊗AM ⊗B B
εB //
N⊗AM⊗Bgw

B
gw

N ⊗AM ⊗B W
εW // W
commutes. Evaluating the diagram at n ⊗A m ⊗B 1, we see that εW =
εB ⊗B W .
From the properties of adjoint functors, we know that εT (V )◦T (ηV ) = T (V ),
for all V ∈ AM
H . Taking V = A in this formula, we see that the diagram
N⊗A
N⊗AηA //
∼=

N ⊗AM ⊗B N
εN=εB⊗BN

N
∼= // B ⊗B N
commutes. This diagram is one of the two diagrams in the definition of a
Morita context. The commutativity of the other diagram follows in a similar
way. 
Corollary 8.5. Let H be a projective Hopf algebra, and assume that the
right H-comodule algebras A and B are H-Galois extensions of AcoH and
BcoH , respectively. If (T,U) is a pair of H-colinear inverse equivalences
between the categories AM
H and BM
H , then there exists a strict H-Morita
context (A,B,M,N,α, β) such that T ∼= N ⊗A − and U ∼=M ⊗B −.
Proof. It is well-known that AcoH is a generator of AcoHM; since (F1, G1) is a
pair of inverse equivalences (see Theorem 1.1), F1(A
coH) = A is a generator
of AM
H . In a similar way, B is a generator of BM
H , and we can apply
Theorem 8.4. 
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